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SUMMARY 830 0 

Chapterr  1: Introductio n 
Thiss comparative, legal study focuses on three conducts of the insured, or 
whenn applicable the policyholder, which could justify an insurer's refusal 
too pay: negligence/wilful misconduct of the insured, non-performance of 
thee duty of salvage by the insured, or when applicable the policyholder 
andd non-performance of the duty to co-operate after loss by the insured, 
orr when applicable the policyholder. 
Thee conducts in question are found both in legislation and in insurance 
policies.. The legislation and the insurance policies do not get the same 
attentionn in the literature: the legislation is paramount. This book attempts 
amongg other things to fil l up this gap: the emphasis lies on the insurance 
policies,, especially on the consumer indemnity insurance policies. 
Thiss book also focuses on the question how far insurance policies are in 
accordancee with the Standard Forms Act (artt. 6:231-247 Dutch Civil 
Code).. Special attention wil l be paid to the problems of the construction 
off  unclear insurance policy provisions and the problems of scope of the 
conceptt 'core provision' in insurance law. 
Chapterr  2: The contra proferentem-method and the reach of the concept 
'coree provision' in insurance law 
Itt often happens that contract parties seem to have a totally different 
understandingg of a contractual provision. Is the interpretation of A, com-
paredd to the interpretation of B, in the judge's opinion, the only reason-
ablee interpretation of the provision, in view of the circumstances of the 
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case,, then the construction of A is also binding upon B. Is the interpreta-
tionn of B also defensible and their difference of opinion concerns a con-
tractuall  provision which is unilaterally drafted by A, this can be a good 
reasonn yet to prefer the interpretation of B after all. This is the contra 
proferentem-principle.. In insurance law the principle works against the 
insurerr who is the author of the policy. 
Inn case that an insurer and a consumer-insured have a difference of opin-
ionn about the content of a contractual provision and there are several 
interpretationss of the concerning provision possible, one has to choose for 
ann interpretation to the detriment of the insurer according to Dutch law, 
art.. 6:238 paragraph 2 Dutch Civil Code. The wording of this article of the 
laww is too limited in my opinion. I plead for a general protection rule for 
non-professionalss because all non-professionals, consumer or not, have to 
bee treated equally. There are non-consumers, for instance natural persons 
whoo conduct a business or exercise a profession but have no professional 
knowledgee of the proper contractual topic, who bear such a resemblance 
too consumers, that protection against unclear provisions is in place. There-
foree it is desirable to me to change art. 6:238 paragraph 2 as follows: 'in 
casee of a contract between a user and a non-professional opposite party, 
alll  provisons must be drafted plainly and intelligibly. In case of doubt 
aboutt the meaning, the interpretation prevails, which is the most favour-
ablee for the consumer. A non-professional opposite party is in this context 
ann opposite party who has insufficient knowledge of and insufficient 
insightt into the subject, which is of decisive importance for the contract.' 
Inn insurance law, policies without standard forms are practically unthink-
able.. The lead which the author of these standard forms derives from 
drafting,, is yet moderated by the Standard Forms Act (artt. 6:231-247 
Dutchh Civil Code) with her grounds for nullification. Yet, core provisions, 
butt only plainly and intelligibly drafted core provisions, can not be nulli-
fiedd in this way. 
Ann important controversy forms the scope of the concept of 'core provi-
sion'.. In Parliamentary History, the case law and the literature, one gener-
allyy sees that the concept of 'core provision' must be interpreted as limited 
ass possible. One can further see in the Parliamentary History and the 
literaturee that the fact that a provision can be placed under the artt. 6:236-
2377 Dutch Civil Code, implies that the provision in question is no core 
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provision.. Because an extinction of right-clause can be placed under art. 
6:2377 under h, an extinction of right-provision is in that opinion no core 
provision. . 
II  disagree on this issue. It is true that the concept 'core provision' must be 
interpretedd in a limited way, but the fact that a clause can be placed under 
thee just named statutory provisions, does not exclude that the provision in 
questionn can be regarded a core provision. Another opinion on this point 
entailss that not the content and the context of the clause are decisive when 
thee question is answered if one can speak of a core provision in a certain 
case:: the wording of the provision is decisive. This leads to undesirable, 
remarkablee results in for instance the increase of risk practice Chapter  3: 
Negligence/Wilfull  misconduct of the insured 
Ann important ground to reject an insurance claim is negligence/wilrul 
misconductt of the insured. This basis on which to reject a claim, implies 
thatt the insurer does not pay because the case of damage is a resuli ot a 
conduct,, this can be an act or an omission, of the insured. The ground to 
rejectt in question has a legal basis in art. 276 Dutch Commercial Code: 
insuredd is the risk of 'a good administrator' unless otherwise is provided. 
Sincee the presence of certain forms of negligence/wilful misconduct does 
nott safeguard the insurer from having the possibility to reject the claim, it 
iss of great importance to determine which form of negligence/wilful mis-
conductt is present in the case in question: without this determination it is 
impossiblee to decide whether the rules of negligence/wilful misconduct 
applyy in the case in question. 
Art.. 294 Dutch Commercial Code contains a special rule for fire insurance 
contracts,, which differs from the rule in art. 276. According to the first 
namedd statutory provision the fire insurer can only reject the claim when 
thee case of damage is caused by considerable negligence of the insured, 
thiss means a severe degree of negligence. 
Thee more severe standard of art. 294 is understandable: fire is mostly 
causedd by minor negligence of the insured, because the daily care which 
onee has for his possessions sometimes slackens; it is for the greater part 
thiss risk one wants to insure. However, one finds the same ratio also in 
casee of other insurances of which the theft insurance is the most important 
example.. In the literature and in case law one consequently finds the 
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opinionn that the standard art. 294 ought to apply for all insurances which 
coverr everyday risk. 
Art.. 276 is of permissive law: the contract parties consequently have the 
possibilityy to include certain forms of negligence/wilful misconduct under 
thee policy. According to the literature gross negligence can be included 
underr the policy. Since the ministerial memorandum of amendment of 
Junee 2000 art. 7.17.2.9 New Dutch Civil Code provides that the insurer 
doess not indemnify the damage when the insured caused the damage by 
recklessnesss or wilful misconduct. This article originally contained gross 
negligencee instead of recklessness. According to the explanation to the 
ministeriall  memorandum of amendment the content of the provision does 
nott change by the modification: the change has been made because the 
termm recklessness is in accordance with the usual terminology of the New 
Dutchh Civil Code. 
Iff  one looks at the 'negligence/wilful misconduct-scheme', the boundary 
betweenn wilful misconduct and negligence lies between conditional wilful 
misconductt and gross negligence/recklessness. The distinction gross 
negligence/conditionall  misconduct is significant: the insured can include 
grosss negligence under the policy, but such is generally impossible in case 
off  conditional wilful misconduct. 
Art.. 276 provides that only negligence/wilful misconduct of the insured 
himselff  is a ground for the insurer to reject the claim. The basic rule is 
thereforee that art. 276 does not apply in case of negligence/wilful miscon-
ductt of a third party. However, there are two exceptions. First of all there 
iss the possibility that the insured imputably enables a third party to cause 
damagee to him. In this case the insurer can refuse to pay to the insured 
withoutt difficulty: art. 276 applies in that case. Besides it is conceivable 
thatt a third party, without indeed being put in the position by the insured, 
causedd the case of damage but there is a special situation: the relation of 
thee third party to the insured can be justification for such an objectificat-
ionn of the negligence/wilful misconduct concept that the result of that is 
thatt the conduct of the third party is imputed to the insured in accordance 
withh risk attribution. In my opinion imputation is in any case justified in 
twoo situations. The first case concerns the imputation of negligence/wilful 
misconductt of the not insured person with whom the insured maintains a 
speciall  relation. In my opinion there is in any case a special relation in the 
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casee of the not insured, not separated from bed and board, spouse of the 
insured.. However, in the doctrine and the literature the matrimonial 
propertyy regime is decisive on this point. The second case in which impu-
tationn of negligence/wilful misconduct of a third party to the insured is 
conceivablee is the situation in which the third party and the insured join a 
pluralityy of insureds. The Dutch Supreme Court has allowed the imputa-
tionn of negligence/wilful misconduct of one insured to the other insureds 
inn case of a plurality of insureds in the Fatum II-case (HR 19-6-1992, NJ 
1993,, 555). Such an imputation wil l not be possible any more under the 
regimee of Title 7.17. 
Onee finds special provisions concerning negligence/wilful misconduct in 
insurancee policies more than once. In this research two provisions, which 
onee often finds in consumer insurance policies, come up for discussion: 
thee 'normal care'-clause and the wilful misconduct-clause. 
Inn the policies of travel insurances and valuables insurances one often 
findss a clause which is called 'prudence clause' or 'normal care'-clause. In 
casee of a travel insurance this clause provides that the insurance covers no 
losss which is caused by negligent conduct of the insured in relation to the 
luggagee or by not using a safe place to keep the property. What is the 
scopee of such a clause? One can only speak of an act contrary to the 'nor-
mall  care' if there is considerable negligence of the insured. An important 
argumentt in favour of this interpretation is the contra proferentem-rule of 
art.. 6:238 paragraph 2 Dutch Civil Code. 

Sincee a long time liability insurance policies contain a provision in which 
insurerss exclude cover for damage which is caused by wilful misconduct 
off  the insured. Since the Beerglass-case (HR 30-5-1975, NJ 1976, 572) in-
surerss have used the following wording for a long time: 'excluded is the 
liabilityy of an insured for the damage which is for him the intended or 
certainn result of his acting or his failure.' In the Boxer-case (HR 18-10-1996, 
NJJ 1997,326) the Dutch Supreme Court has interpreted this provision 
subjectively.. Yet several authors were of the opinion that the Dutch Su-
premee Court objectified the subjective standard a littl e bit by Advocate 
Generall  Bloembergen's 'category approach'. The Dutch Supreme Court 
hass provided clarity on this issue in the Pub quarrel-case (HR 6-11-1998, 
NJJ 1999, 220). According to the Dutch Supreme Court the wilful -
misconduct-clausee must be interpreted in such a way that only the liabil-
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ityy of the insured who has intended the actual injury or who was con-
sciouss of the fact that this injury would be the result of his conduct is 
excludedd from cover. Resulting from that the Dutch Association of Insur-
erss has changed his recommendation for the standard wilful misconduct 
clausee in January 2000. The most important modification of the new 
clausee in comparison with the old clause is that the new wilful miscon-
ductt clause connects the wilful misconduct with the conduct itself while 
thee old clause connected the wilful misconduct with the damage, thus the 
resultt of the conduct. 
Chapterr  4: The non-performance of the duty of salvage by the insured, 
orr  when applicable the policyholder 
'Itt is better to prevent than to cure'. Art. 283 paragraph 1 first part Dutch 
Codee of Commerce consequently provides that the insured is obliged to 
doo everything to prevent or to reduce the damage, the duty of salvage. 
Accordingg to the literature the duty of salvage rests in any case with the 
insured.. Besides the fact that many authors are of the opinion that under 
certainn circumstances the duty of salvage also rests with the policyholder 
whichh interest is not at stake. The new legislation follows this point of 
view:: art. 7.17.2.18 paragraph 1 New Dutch Civil Code. 
Art.. 283 paragraph 1 provides that in case of non-performance of the duty 
off  salvage by the insured, the insurer is entitled to damages. This means 
inn practice that the insurer does not have to pay more to the insured than 
itt would be the case if the insured had fulfilled the duty of salvage cor-
rectly,, art. 6:127 Dutch Civil Code. This wil l be the same under the regime 
off  Title 7.17. However, the possibility to set off has an explicit legal basis 
inn that case, art. 7.17.2.18 paragraph 3. Because the attributable failure to 
performm the duty of salvage means a breach of contract, the insurer can 
alsoo demand dissolution of the contract. In practice not every insurer is 
dependantt on the possibility to dissolve the indemnity insurance contract 
too terminate such a contract in case of a a serious failure in the perfor-
mancee of the duty of salvage by the insured. In practice the insurer can 
relyy on a cancellation clause to terminate the contract. 
AA reasonable construction of the term 'prevent or reduce damage' in ac-
cordancee with art. 283 paragraph 1 implies that the duty of salvage rests 
withh the insured, immediately before as well as after the occurrence of the 
casee of damage. Under the regime of Title 7.17 the legislation is more clear 
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onn this point: art. 7.17.2.18 paragraph 1 provides that the insured as well 
ass the policyholder are obliged to take sufficient measures for reducing 
damagee as soon as they know or should have to know that the event 
occurss or wil l occur very soon. 
Bothh in the case of negligence/wilful misconduct and in the case of non-
performancee of the duty of salvage, the insured fails in the execution of 
thee contract. When that failure can be classified under both tenets, than 
theree is the problem of concurrence. This is indeed a problem because the 
legall  consequences differ considerably in both cases: art. 283 is more 
favourablee for the insured- In my opinion concurrence of art. 276/294 and 
art.. 283 paragraph 1 is only possible when the event has not yet entered: 
art.. 276/294 protects the insurer only in case that the entering of the event 
cann be imputed to the insured. 
Art.. 283 paragraph 2 Dutch Code of Commerce provides that all expenses 
madee by the insured to prevent or to reduce the damage shall be borne by 
thee insurer, even if the these costs and the suffered damage exceed the 
summ insured or the efforts have been ineffective. In practice there are few 
problemss on this point. Under the regime of Title 7.17 the number of 
difficultiess wil l even decline in comparison with the present situation: for 
art.. 7.17.2.18 paragraph 2 provides, shortly said, in line with the policy 
practice,, that the insurer must reimburse the salvage costs to the insured, 
wheree appropriate the policyholder. The Parlevliet-case (HR 3-4-1914, NJ 
1914,, p.663), in which salvage costs as a result of damage to things which 
weree used to fulfi l the duty of salvage were excluded from indemnifica-
tion,, has had its day. 
Inn practice more than once the just named rules are added with or re-
placedd by policy conditions because in practice they are unclear (extent of 
salvagee costs) or unpractical (action for compensation in case of non-
performancee of the duty of salvage). In principle this is possible because 
art.. 283 is not of mandatory law. In relation to salvage costs one finds for 
thee insured favourable as well as unfavourable deviations in insurance 
policies.. Under the regime of Title 7.17 there wil l be fewer possibilities for 
thee insurer to deviate. 
Thee action for compensation in case of non-performance can lead to con-
siderablee problems for the insurer on the point of providing evidence: the 
insurerr has to prove that some part of the damage should have been 
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avoidedd in case of correct performance of the duty of salvage by the in-
sured.. To avoid this burden of proof, one should expect that insurance 
policiess contain a more practical provision, for instance an extinction of 
right-clause,, on this point. However, in everyday practice one finds such a 
provisionn very seldom. 
Chapterr  5: The non-performance of the duty to co-operate after  loss by 
thee insured, or  when applicable the policyholder 
Besidess the duty of salvage art. 283 paragraph 1 Code of Commerce con-
tainss yet another duty for the insured: the duty to report. Art. 283 para-
graphh 1 second passage provides that the insured has to report the case of 
damagee immediately after the loss. Title 7.17 contains a similar provision 
provision:: art. 7.17.1.14 lid 1 New Dutch Civil Code. Although the law in 
art.. 283 paragraph 1 only refers to a duty to report the case of damage, the 
insuredd can not suffice with that report. The requirements of reasonable-
nesss and fairness entail that the insured has to provide all information and 
documentss which are important to assess the insurer's duty to pay (art. 
6:2488 paragraph 2 Dutch Civil Code). Under the regime of Title 7.17 there 
wil ll  be a explicit legal provision on this issue, art. 7.17.1.14 paragraph 2. 
Att the moment it is unclear if co-operation duties besides the insured also 
restt with the policyholder. Under the regime of Title 7.17 there wil l be 
clarityy on this point: art. 7.17.1.14 paragraph 1 and 2 provide that the co-
operationn duties rest with both the policyholder and the insured. 
Thee sanctions in case of non-performance of the co-operation duties are 
generallyy the same as in case of non-performance of the duty of salvage. 
Thereforee a reference to chapter 4 where the sanctions have come up for 
discussionn extensively, suffices for the greater part. Under certain circum-
stancess one can apply a special, legal sanction in case of non-performance 
off  the co-operation duties under the regime of Title 7.17, which can not be 
appliedd in case of non-performance of the duty of salvage: a legal extinc-
tionn of right-sanction, art. 7.17.1.14 paragraph 5 New Dutch Civil Code. 
Thiss article provides among other things that the insured's right to the 
insurancee benefit extinguishes in case the non-performance of the co-
operationn duties has a fraudulent nature, with the exception of the case 
thatt the deception does not justify the extinction of right. 
Bothh in the case of non-performance of the duty of salvage and in the case 
off  non-performance of the co-operate duties, the insured fails in the per-
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formancee of the insurance contract. In the literature and the case law I 
foundd nothing about a possible concurrence of both tenets. In my opinion 
concurrencee is not possible in this case: in case of performance of the duty 
off  salvage the direct preventing or reducing of the damage by the insured 
iss paramount while in case of performance of the co-operation duties it 
concernss highly an indirect preventing or reducing of the damage by the 
insured. . 
Inn practice more than once the legal and case law rules are added with or 
replacedd by policy conditions. Insurers frequently use for instance report-
clausess in the form of an extinction of right-provision. Art. 6:237 under h 
iss a considerable danger for the clause in question. However, in practice 
thiss possibility to nullify the contract is used seldom. Under the regime of 
Titlee 7.17 the position of the insurer improves in case of a consumer insur-
ancee policy in all probability. An insurer can then rely on a report-clause 
inn the form of an extinction of right-provision in case the insurer proves 
thatt the report is of practical importance, art. 7.17.1.14 lid 4 New Dutch 
Civill  Code. 
Att the moment there is no legal and case law protection against fraud in 
casee of assessment of the loss. One can shortly say that the insured re-
mainss to be entitled to the real compensation: one finds no legal ground to 
rejectt the whole claim and the Benzol-case (HR 16-1-1959, NJ I960, 46) has 
madee clear that the possibility to dissolve the contract can not be used to 
rejectt each claim. 
Thereforee policy conditions are the most important possibility for the 
insurerr to protect himself on this point. In most insurance policies one 
findss a clause that fraud, in spite of the extent, in case of assessment of the 
loss,, entails an extinction of the right to claim: fraud extinction-clause. 
Sincee 1993 the Dutch Insurance Companies Supervisory Board has adopt-
edd a reticent attitude against the use of this clause. However, in case law 
thee use of the provision in question is allowed without reservation since 
recently.. Under the regime of Title 7.17 the unlimited use of the clause 
wil ll  not be possible any more pursuant to art. 7.17.1.14 lid 5 New Dutch 
Civill  Code. 
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